Acute inflammatory response to cobalt chromium orthopaedic wear debris in a rodent air-pouch model
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This study used a rodent air-pouch model to assess the acute inflammatory response to cobalt–chromium (CoCr) alloy wear debris from a metal-on-metal hip resurfacing implant that may contribute to joint failure. Air-pouches were injected with either sterile phosphate-buffered saline, 1 μg lipopolysaccharide (LPS) or 2.5 mg CoCr wear debris. The in situ inflammatory response was monitored 4, 24, 48 and 72 h and 7 days later. A flow cytometric analysis of the inflammatory exudates showed that CoCr wear debris induced a different inflammatory pattern compared with LPS. LPS induced a strong early (4 h) neutrophil influx, with monocyte/macrophage influx peaking at 24 h, whereas CoCr wear debris initiated almost equal numbers of early monocyte/macrophage and neutrophil recruitment. Histological analyses also showed CoCr debris accumulated in the pouch wall and this was accompanied by vast cellular infiltration and fibrosis around the debris throughout the duration of the experiment. Assessment of inflammatory gene transcripts from air-pouch tissue showed that CoCr wear debris increased the expression of cytokines involved in promoting inflammation and fibrosis (IL-1β, TGF-β) and chemokines that promote the recruitment of neutrophils and monocytes/macrophages (CXCL2 and CCL2). The data suggest that inflammatory responses to CoCr debris induce a specific acute process in which the recruitment of monocytes/macrophages is key.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Metal-on-metal (MoM) hip resurfacing has become increasingly common in the management of osteoarthritis and represents 6–8% of all hip arthroplasies. Unfortunately, hip resurfacing also has one of the highest revision rates of all primary hip replacement procedures; in particular, certain MoM hip resurfacing prostheses show extremely high revision levels (greater than 10%) 5 years post surgery [1]. One of the hypothesized reasons for this failure is a peri-prosthetic soft tissue reaction to wear debris released from the implant, termed adverse reactions to metal debris (ARMD) [2]. Although the wear rate of articular surfaces with MoM prostheses is lower than with other more conventional bearings (i.e. metal-on-polyethylene), MoM implants tend to produce a broader size range of wear particles. These range from the nanometre scale, with the majority of particles between 15 and 25 nm, to aggregates of particles with diameters as large as 400 μm. It is estimated that up to $2.4 \times 10^{14}$ metal particles are produced per year from a single MoM hip implant [3].

ARMD includes a range of clinical and histological effects. These include a rash, pain in the hip region and/or presence of a soft tissue mass (pseudotumour) surrounded by extensive necrosis and granuloma formation [4]. A specific characteristic of the tissues from patients affected by metal wear and metal ion release is asptic lymphocytic vasculitis-associated lesion (ALVAL). ALVAL has been described as lymphocytic aggregates around the hip capsule and similar intense lymphocyte infiltrates have been reported around pseudotumours. It is postulated that ARMD is an inflammatory process in response to excessive particulate metal wear debris [4–6].

It is accepted that most biomaterials induce an acute inflammatory response following implantation. However, it is important to understand the material–host interactions that occur with implant debris to determine the aetiology of inflammation and tissue destruction around the prostheses. Owing to the limitations of in vitro models, and the limited access to, and scope, for intervention in human joint tissue, an in vivo model...
of host interactions with MoM particles would provide the most useful information. There have been a number of animal prosthetic implant models reported; however, many of these are extremely complex, time-consuming and expensive. The rodent air-pouch model, originally described by Sedgwick and co-workers [7], was developed as a facsimile synovium for the study of inflammatory processes. It is a more straightforward approach than prosthetic implants and allows the quantification and analysis of cellular infiltration and mediators within the pouch cavity and surrounding tissue in response to implanted materials. The model has previously been used to assess the inflammatory responses to orthopaedic materials [8,9].

The aim of this study was to investigate the acute inflammatory responses to wear debris from MoM hip prostheses within the rodent air-pouch model using tissue histology, flow cytometric analysis of leukocyte infiltrates and multiplex polymerase chain reaction (PCR). This comprehensive approach has allowed a more complete understanding of the basic processes induced by cobalt–chromium (CoCr) wear debris that may contribute to ARMD and ultimately joint failure.

2. METHODS

2.1. Preparation of wear debris

CoCr wear debris was donated by DePuy International (Leeds, UK). A high-carbon cast cobalt chrome hip resurfacing implant was worn on a multi-station hip joint simulator using a non-standard protocol. The wear debris was produced over 250,000 cycles using distilled water as the lubricating fluid. Production of the debris in water obviated the need for complex debris extraction techniques to remove the serum prior to implanting the debris into mice. The use of only distilled water (instead of the more usual bovine serum (25%) in distilled water) resulted in a more aggressive wear regime which produced a greater volume of wear debris of similar morphology and size to that produced under similar conditions in 25 per cent serum (Dr C. Hardaker 2011, DePuy International, personal communication). The wear debris produced by the hip simulator under several different conditions has previously been shown to be of similar size and morphology [10].

Once produced, the wear debris, which was suspended in distilled water, was centrifuged at 3500 g for 20 minutes. The majority of the water was then aspirated. The remaining suspension was heat-treated (180°C for 5 h, 60 kPa) in a vacuum oven to eliminate the remaining water and destroy any endotoxin. The dry debris was then suspended in sterile phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; Invitrogen; Paisley, UK).

The sterility of the treated wear debris was tested by exposing dendritic cells (isolated from bone marrow of male BALB/c (Harlan, UK) mouse femurs and tibias [11]) to the debris for 24 h, in vitro, and then assessing the expression of surface activation markers via flow cytometry. The debris was found not to increase the surface expression of CD40, CD86 or MHC II on these cells, and, therefore, the suspended debris was deemed sterile and endotoxin-free (data not shown).

2.2. Characterization of wear debris

The wear debris was imaged using a Hitachi TM-1000 scanning electron microscope (SEM). Samples were examined at magnifications of 800–7000× and digital images obtained. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was used for quantitative analysis of the elemental composition. Hitachi TM-1000 and EDSWIFT-TM software were used to obtain the images and chemical spectra of the wear debris.

2.3. Exposure to wear debris

Air-pouches were generated according to a modified method of that described by Sedgewick et al. [7]. An area of the lower dorsal skin of an eight to 10-week-old male, BALB/c mouse was cleaned with alcohol and shaved. A subcutaneous injection of 1 ml of sterile air was injected at a single site in this area with a 25 gauge needle and 1 ml syringe (both BD Bioscience; Oxford, UK). Three days later, air-pouches were injected with 0.5 ml of sterile air to maintain the pouch. Three days following the second injection, the pouches were injected with either 2.5 mg of sterile wear debris or 1 μg lipopolysaccharide (LPS; from Salmonella abortus equi; Sigma-Aldrich, Dorset, UK) each of which was dissolved in 500 μl of sterile PBS. Negative control animals were injected with 500 μl of sterile PBS alone. A 23.5 gauge needle (BD Bioscience; Oxford, UK) was used to carry out these injections. In order to avoid pain the mice were briefly anaesthetized with isoflurane for the earlier procedures.

2.4. Inflammatory exudate

The inflammatory exudates were recovered from the air-pouches at 4, 24, 48 and 72 h post implantation. To achieve this, the pouches were lavaged with 500 μl of sterile PBS using a 21 gauge needle (BD Bioscience; Oxford, UK).

2.5. Flow cytometry analysis of inflammatory exudate

The cells were counted on a haemocytometer using Trypan Blue (Sigma-Aldrich; Dorset, UK) exclusion to assess viability. They were then stained with lineage specific monoclonal antibodies to distinguish neutrophils, monocytes/macrophages and B and T lymphocytes. Neutrophils were Ly6G+ (clone RB6-8C5), monocytes/macrophages were CD11b+ (clone M1/70), B-lymphocytes were B220+ (clone RA3-6B2) and T-lymphocytes were CD3+ (clone 500A2) (all eBioscience; Hatfield, UK).

Briefly, cells were suspended in 100 μl FACS (fluorescence-activated cell sorting) buffer (PBS, 2% (v/v) foetal calf serum, and 0.05% (w/v) NaN3) containing Fe Block (2.4G2 hybridoma supernatant) and the appropriate combinations of antibodies. After washing with FACS buffer, samples were analysed using a FACS Canto flow cytometer (BD Bioscience; Oxford, UK) and data assessed using FlowJo software (Tree Star, Ashland, OR, USA).
2.6. Histological evaluation of air-pouch

The pouches were dissected at 4, 24, 48 and 72 h and 7 days post implantation. These were fixed in 10 per cent formalin (Sigma-Aldrich; Dorset, UK) for histological evaluation. These samples were sectioned and stained with haematoxylin and eosin (H&E) by Veterinary Diagnostic Services, University of Glasgow (Glasgow, UK). The samples were mounted onto glass microscope slides, and viewed under a Carl Zeiss Axio Imager microscope using a 10–40 × air lens. Digital images were captured and analysed using AxioVision v. 4.6. Pouch membrane thickness was determined at six points on each section, with an even distribution of measurement. The total number of cells (based upon nucleus count) was determined as cells per square millimetre.

2.7. TaqMan low density array analysis

TaqMan low density arrays (TLDA) are 384-well microfluidic cards that can perform 384 real-time PCR reactions simultaneously. The card allows several samples to be run in parallel against a range of gene targets that are pre-loaded into each of the wells on the card. A custom plate was designed with a 32-gene format, allowing the analysis of four different isolates per plate, each tested for 32 different target genes in triplicate. The plates contained primer pairs for a wide range of chemokines and cytokines plus a mandatory internal control against 18S ribosomal gene and a second TATA-binding protein control. The complete list of gene targets and primer sequences is included in electronic supplementary material, figure S1.

Tissues from the air-pouches treated with PBS, LPS or CoCr debris were excised, macerated and transferred to RLT lysis buffer (Qiagen; Crawley, UK) containing 0.1 per cent mercaptoethanol. The tissue was then homogenized by sonication on ice, and mRNA isolated from each sample using a Qiagen RNEasy kit as per manufacturer’s instructions. The mRNA was quantified using a Nanodrop 1000 (Thermo Scientific; Hertfordshire, UK), normalized and converted to cDNA using an AffinityScript kit (Applied Biosystems; Warrington, UK), including a DNase step. The cDNA was loaded onto the TLDA plates at 1 µg per lane after 1:1 dilution with TaqMan PCR Mastermix (no AMPErase; Applied Biosystems) and run on a 7900HT TaqMan reader using standard SDS software. ΔCt values were generated by normalizing to 18S for each treatment and ΔΔCt values by normalizing to the mean ΔCt from the PBS-treated air-pouch control. The relative quantitation value was then calculated as $2^{-\Delta\Delta C_t}$.

Results were expressed as fold change over the untreated control. Data are shown as means plus standard error of the mean from three independent experiments.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Characterization of cobalt–chromium wear debris

The wear debris produced on a hip simulator from the ASR hip resurfacing implant are shown in figure 1.
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The SEM images indicate a wide variety of irregular shaped particles. The debris varies in size, from micrometer to nanometre. The larger irregular particles appear to be aggregates of smaller particles. EDS indicated that the wear debris is primarily composed of cobalt (figure 2). Analysis of 25 different particles indicated a mean composition of 54.48 per cent cobalt and 38.43 per cent chromium, with a small percentage of molybdenum being present.

3.2. Inflammatory exudate

The cellular kinetics of the acute inflammatory response to CoCr wear debris are shown in figures 3–5. The air-pouches injected with either sterile PBS, CoCr debris or, LPS as a positive control [12]. The data in figure 3 show only a low level of cellular infiltrate in air-pouches injected with PBS. Both CoCr debris and LPS caused a significant increase in the number of cells recovered from the inflammatory cavity at all time points. The highest numbers of cells recovered were at 4 h post implantation, with means of 5.7 × 10^5 and 11.8 × 10^5 cells from the CoCr debris and LPS-treated mice, respectively.

Cells within the inflammatory exudate were identified by flow cytometry following surface antigen staining (figure 4). Neutrophils were Ly6G^+ and CD11b^+, monocytes/macrophages were CD11b^+ B-lymphocytes were B220^+ and T-lymphocytes were CD3^+. An example of this is shown in figure 4a. The data indicate that LPS caused a significant increase in neutrophil infiltration at 4 and 24 h compared with PBS control values (figure 4b). Although there were higher levels of neutrophils within the inflammatory exudate of CoCr debris exposed animals compared with PBS exposed, this increase was not significant (p > 0.05). Both CoCr debris and LPS induced a significant increase in the number of monocyte/macrophage within the pouch cavity 4 and 24 h post-injection. There was also a higher level of these cells present in the inflammatory exudate recovered from LPS-treated mice at 72 h.

In contrast to neutrophils and monocytes/macrophages, both T and B-lymphocytes were present in low numbers. An elevation in T-lymphocytes was observed only 48 h after CoCr debris implantation. Both LPS and CoCr debris induced a small but significant increase in the number of B-lymphocytes present in the inflammatory exudate at 72 h, compared with PBS treatment. The pouches at 7 days appeared to have collapsed and hence could not be lavaged accurately.

3.3. TaqMan low density arrays analysis of inflammatory factor expression in air-pouches

Air-pouch tissue taken at 24 h post-injection of LPS, CoCr debris or PBS was assessed for the presence of transcripts encoding a panel of pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines as outlined in electronic supplementary material, figure S1. The data were calculated as fold change over the PBS control air-pouch levels and are shown in figure 5. Many of the target cytokines or chemokines were not detected in the air-pouch tissue (e.g. IFN-γ, IL-4 or CCL19), or showed no discernible change from the PBS control tissue (CXCL12, TATA-binding protein). However, in both LPS and CoCr debris-treated tissue there were major increases in the inflammatory cytokine, IL-1β, and the chemokines; CCL2 and CXCL2, with LPS treatment causing the greatest fold change over the PBS control. The chemokine transcript levels correlate well with inflammatory exudates, as CXCL2 is a potent chemotactic factor for neutrophil recruitment, whereas CCL2 is a key factor inducing macrophage migration. There was evidence that LPS and CoCr induced a different pattern of inflammatory response, with LPS causing strong increases in...
Figure 4. A flow cytometric analysis of the inflammatory exudate recovered at different time points. (a) Identification of cells within the inflammatory exudate recovered 4 h post implantation; cells that were Ly-6G+ and CD11b+ were determined to be neutrophils, Ly-6G− and CD11b+ cells were identified as monocytes/macrophages. (b) Number of neutrophils, (c) monocytes/macrophages, (d) T-lymphocytes and (e) B-lymphocytes present in the inflammatory exudates at different time points following injection of PBS (solid line with squares), CoCr (dotted line with diamonds) debris or LPS (dashed line with circles). Results are means ± s.e.m. (n = 3). Asterisks (*) denote significantly different from PBS (negative control) values (p < 0.05) by one-way ANOVA followed by Dunnett’s multiple comparison test. (Online version in colour.)

Figure 5. Inflammatory factor transcripts in air-pouch tissue at 24 h post-injection. The mRNA from air-pouch tissue from mice treated with LPS (open bars) or CoCr (filled bars) debris was assessed using TLDA analysis, and expressed as fold change over levels from PBS-injected air-pouch. Results are shown as means ± s.e.m. (n = 3). No significant difference (p > 0.05) was measured when compared with PBS values by one-way ANOVA followed by Dunnett’s multiple comparison test.
CCL4 and CXCL13 which was not mirrored by CoCr stimulation. Owing to the small sample number and variation in tissue response between individuals, the data did not show clear significance ($p < 0.06$).

### 3.4. Histological evaluation and image analysis

The histological appearance of the air-pouches 24 h following treatment is displayed in figure 6. All the pouches are typically characterized by an outer fibrous layer and an inner layer mainly consisting of inflammatory cells. Consistent with the flow cytometry analysis of exudate cells, at 24 h the LPS-treated pouches appear more inflamed, with increased cellularity compared with PBS-treated pouches. Interestingly, at 24 h CoCr debris appears to have migrated into the pouch tissue and was surrounded by inflammatory cells (figure 6); these cells appear to be surrounding the CoCr wear debris in an organized manner.

At 72 h, the CoCr debris-treated pouches show that the debris, marked D, is embedded in the inner layer of the pouch (figure 7). Further examination shows some cell death and a wide area of necrotic tissue around the embedded CoCr debris (area marked A in figure 7b). There also appears to be the formation of fibrous tissue around the debris as shown by the area marked F in figure 7b.

At 7 days post-injection, PBS- and LPS-treated pouches appear to have collapsed (figure 8a). The inflammatory layer can be identified, but is less pronounced than at earlier time points. However, a large cellular infiltrate is apparent within the CoCr debris-treated air-pouches, with the majority of cells having histological characteristics of monocytes. Figure 8 indicates that these cellular infiltrates are concentrated in areas where CoCr debris is present. There are a number of areas (marked A on figure 8b) where there appears to be cellular debris in the CoCr debris-treated pouches. This figure also displays the encapsulation of the wear debris within fibrous tissue (F on figure 8b) and a spherical mass of inflammatory cells surrounding the debris, similar to granuloma histology.

The results of histological parameters (membrane thickness and cellularity) were measured from images taken from all samples (figure 9). Although both LPS- and CoCr-treated pouches had thicker membranes than PBS-treated pouches, this was not found to be significant (figure 9a).

Figure 9b indicates that both CoCr and LPS have a significantly higher cellularity within the air-pouch at 24 and 72 h post-injection, compared with PBS values. The highest density of cells infiltrating the pouch membrane was observed at 72 h for all the air-pouches. The cellularity at this time point was $3614 \pm 418$, $4730 \pm 372$ and $7048 \pm 1162$ cells mm$^{-2}$ in PBS-, CoCr- and LPS-treated pouches, respectively. These data also indicate that CoCr pouches have a significantly higher cellularity than PBS-treated pouches 7 days post implantation, whereas LPS did not.

### 4. DISCUSSION

The current study has described the acute inflammatory effects of CoCr wear debris from a hip
Figure 7. The histological appearance of negative (PBS) and positive (LPS) control and CoCr-treated air-pouch membranes, 72 h post-injection. (a) Images taken at 10 × magnification of PBS-, CoCr- and LPS-treated air-pouch membranes. ‘D’ indicates CoCr debris within the tissue. (b) Images taken at 40 × magnification of CoCr-treated air-pouch membranes. ‘A’ indicates areas of cell death, ‘F’ indicates fibrotic tissue. (Online version in colour.)

Figure 8. The histological appearance of negative (PBS) and positive (LPS) control and CoCr-treated air-pouch membranes, 7 days post-injection. (a) Images taken at 10 × magnification of PBS-, CoCr- and LPS-treated air-pouch membranes. (b) Images taken at 40 × magnification of CoCr-treated air-pouch membranes. ‘A’ indicates areas of cell death, ‘F’ indicates fibrotic tissue. (Online version in colour.)
resurfacing prosthesis. CoCr wear debris, from a hip resurfacing implant, was found to range in size and shape. These irregularly shaped particles ranged from the nanometre scale to micrometre particles; some of the latter were aggregates of the smaller particles. Owing to the irregular nature of these particles it was difficult to accurately quantify their number or measure their surface area. Therefore, the dose for implantation studies was quantified as a dry mass that could easily be suspended in PBS and implanted via a simple injection. Previous simulator testing has shown that around 8 mm$^3$ of debris per million cycles was produced under harsh conditions [13,14]. The density of the CoCr alloy used to produce the wear debris was approximately 8.32 mg mm$^{-3}$, as a result, 8 mm$^3$ of wear would equate to 66.6 mg of debris [15]. Therefore, the authors concede that 2.5 mg per approximately 20 g mouse could be a relatively high dose compared with LPS. LPS stimulation led to pronounced upregulation of certain chemokines such as CCL4 and CXCL13, which resulted in similar absolute numbers of macrophages in the tissue and exudate. During the early phase of CoCr debris-induced inflammation, neither T nor B-lymphocytes seemed to be significantly attracted to the air-pouch cavity, although there was an increase in B-lymphocytes at 72 h. The cellular phenotype present in inflammatory responses generally varies with time from induction with phagocytes being predominant during the early phases of inflammation, whereas lymphocytes become more evident in chronic inflammation [18]. It was not possible to lavage the air-pouch after 72 h and the point at which lymphocyte migration into the cavity occurred could therefore not be determined.

The histological data further demonstrate that CoCr debris provokes a specific acute inflammatory response with an appearance distinct from that induced by LPS. LPS stimulation led to pronounced upregulation of certain chemokines such as CCL4 and CXCL13, which were not induced by CoCr stimulation. Additionally, CoCr wear debris led to the development of large inflammatory infiltrates in the air-pouch tissue. The majority of these cells were localized around the debris that became embedded deep within the tissue. The cells surrounding this debris appeared to be mainly monocytes/macrophages, and even with this acute exposure the pattern in the current in vivo model strongly resembled peri-prosthetic tissue recovered from revision surgery [19]. There was also granuloma formation and increased levels of fibrous tissue around the debris, especially at later time points. There was some evidence even at 24 h that CoCr debris caused an increase in TGF-β gene expression (2.26-fold increase over both PBS and LPS stimulation), which has a role in wound resolution, scarring and fibrosis. Again this is reminiscent of previous histological findings that have been described in ARMD [20,21]. Previous histological data have also shown that tissue necrosis around the prosthesis is a hallmark of ARMD and joint failure [5,21], and the findings of the present study support this.
Although LPS also induces inflammatory processes such as cellular infiltrates, this appears to be spread over the whole area of the pouch, whereas the response to CoCr appears to be localized around the debris. This is particularly evident at the longer time points post implantation. While the number of cells within the tissue of LPS-treated pouches is reduced at 7 days, the level of cellular infiltration in the CoCr debris-treated pouches remains constant. Although the current study has only examined exudate and tissue response at an acute phase, the presence of mononuclear cells (primarily monocytes and macrophages) and the non-uniform histological appearance of the pouch tissue are indicative of a chronic inflammatory response to this biomaterial [22]. This further indicates that CoCr debris initiates a chronic, monocyte/macrophage mediated process within the current model.

The current study has shown that sterile CoCr debris initiates a distinct acute inflammatory process which can lead to a high level of monocyte/macrophage infiltration. It has previously been shown that in vitro exposures of monocytes and macrophages to CoCr wear debris resulted in an upregulation of antigen presentation and pro-inflammatory properties of these cells [23, 24]. These in vitro studies have shown that CoCr wear debris leads to increased expression of co-stimulatory surface molecules as well as increased macrophage reactivity. In particular, these studies have demonstrated an increase in secretion of the pro-inflammatory cytokine IL-1β, in the response to CoCr wear debris, which was confirmed by transcript data from the present study. These in vitro results also correlate with in vivo responses observed following implantation of CoCr engineered particles [8]. The increasing evidence implying a central role in metal-induced pro-inflammatory effects has led to the suggestion that IL-1 receptor antagonists may be used as a therapeutic intervention for implant debris induced inflammation [23].

In addition, several studies have shown that metal ions from orthopaedic implants can directly affect inflammatory cells [25, 26]. It is widely reported that metal ions are released from MoM hip implants, whether directly or via wear debris formation [27–29]. These ions, particularly chromium and cobalt, have been shown to be elevated locally around the joint and systemically in blood following MoM hip resurfacing arthroplasty [30]. Caicedo et al. [24] describe a biphasic response in monocytes exposed to metal ions in vitro. Lower levels of these ions were found to be stimulatory, whereas higher levels have a toxic effect on monocytes. High levels of chromium and cobalt ion exposure in vitro, are known to induce cell death in a number of immune system cells such as lymphocytes, monocytes and macrophages [31–33]. It is possible that the cell death observed around the CoCr debris in the pouches was induced by ions released from the CoCr wear debris. In addition, the surface chemistry of the wear debris may facilitate cell death following cellular adhesion [34]. However, cell death in the form of apoptosis is also the natural end process of inflammation and wound healing [35]. Therefore, the cell death observed in the current model may also be part of the acute inflammatory response associated with CoCr debris.

The histological data indicate that the implanted CoCr debris becomes encapsulated by fibrous tissue and inflammatory cells by day 7. Biomaterial implantation has previously been shown to induce fibrosis or fibrous capsule development [36]. This process has been observed in patients following MoM hip resurfacing surgery and, in particular, has been defined as the major histological feature from soft tissue around loose implants [37]. High levels of macrophages/monocytes around the debris may facilitate this process because activated macrophages are reported to produce pro-fibrotic factors, which enhance fibrogenesis by fibroblasts [38]. This fibrotic response, as well as the above-mentioned cell infiltrates and cell death, was only observed in the CoCr-treated air-pouches. Because these are not observed in the inflammatory response to LPS, it is a fair assumption that this is a processes induced by CoCr wear debris.

It is clear that the current acute in vivo model produces a number of features resembling processes identified in the pathology of ARMD. The release of wear debris in situ is continuous for the duration of the implant, whereas the current model only provides the equivalent of a single release of wear debris leading to a transient response. Repeated doses of CoCr debris should be administered in future studies for complete evaluation of the chronic responses induced following MoM arthroplasty. In addition, this model could be used to assess the specific effects induced by wear debris of novel material bearing couples.

5. CONCLUSION

Implantation of CoCr wear debris from a MoM hip resurfacing implant induces an inflammatory process that is different from that induced by LPS. The process involves infiltration of inflammatory cells, primarily monocytes/macrophages, as well as granuloma and fibrous capsule formation and tissue necrosis around the debris. Monocytes/macrophages not only have a key role in the earlier-mentioned processes in the in vivo mouse model but may also be highly significant in the chronic inflammatory response observed with ARMD in patients.
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